The upper half of the picture is a screenshot of a part of an article from the most popular Lithuanian news portal delfi.lt. It reads:

"Linkevičius to Unveil Monument to Ramanauskas-Vanagas in the US"

"This Thursday, Minister of Foreign Affairs Linas Linkevičius will depart for the United States, where he will unveil the monument to partisan leader Adofas Ramanauskas-Vanagas.

"The monument will be unveiled at the Lithuanian World Center in Lemont, not far from Chicago.

"Leader's daughter Auksutė Ramanauskaitė-Skoksukienė and granddaughter Inga Jancevičienė will take part in the ceremony. According to the Minister's press official Rasa Jakilaitienė, the idea of the monument was realized by the joint effort of the Genocide and Resistance Research Center of Lithuania, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and the Lithuanian-American Community."

The lower half consists of a photo of Lithuanian Minister of Foreign Affairs Linas Linkevičius with Dovid Katz's facebook post pasted in, as well as a rectangle reading, in all caps, "A SPIT IN THE FACE OF THE LITHUANIAN NATION, STATE, AND MINISTER OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS BY A FOREIGNER PAID A STATE WAGE AS A VGTU [Vilnius Gediminas Technical University] PROFESSOR”. The arrow that points to Linkevičius' face reads "WIPE YOUR FACE, LINAS".